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This wagon seats up to two children. Each seat is
suitable from birth (with infant car seat attached) up to
55 lbs (25kg) and 45 in (114 cm). 
Maximum carrying capacity of each side pocket is 0.9
kg (2lbs).
Maximum cup holder weight is 0.9 kg (2lbs). Do not
place hot liquids in cup holders. 
Wagon may become unstable if manufacturer’s
recommended load is exceeded or if parcels or
accessories other than that recommended by the
manufacturer are used or hung from the unit. 
Children must always remain seated with their arms
and legs inside the wagon at all times.

IMPORTANT: RETAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.
Failure to follow these instructions could result in
serious injury or death. 

WARNING!
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FALL HAZARD: To avoid serious injury from
falling or sliding out, always use the safety
harness and ensure that your child is properly
positioned. 



NEVER leave your child
unattended. 
NEVER park your wagon on a
hill with your child inside.
NEVER place purse, shopping
bags, parcels or accessory
items on the handle or canopy. 
NEVER sit or stand on the side
wall panels of the wagon.
NEVER sit or stand on the
folded seat backs of the wagon.
NEVER use your wagon while
ascending or descending
stairs, or using an escalator. 
NEVER allow your child to
crawl under the user supplied
car seat when attached.
NEVER use your wagon
without rear wheel safety
fenders in place. 
NEVER make any alterations
or modifications to your
wagon with products or
accessories not supplied by the
manufacturer as this may
cause instability or structural
damage not covered under
warranty. 

ALWAYS ensure that your
child is properly positioned by
using the safety harness at all
times. 
ALWAYS lock the brake while
taking your child in or out of
the wagon. 
ALWAYS check that your
wagon is fully open and locked
before use. 
ALWAYS keep hands away
from moving wheels.
ALWAYS check that all
accessories and attachment
devices are correctly attached
before use.
ALWAYS keep fingers away
from moving parts when
folding, unfolding, or
adjusting the wagon to
prevent entrapment or
pinching. 

This product is designed and manufactured to comply with
ASTM F833 standard consumer safety performance
specification for carriages, strollers, and buggies. 
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THE JOEY WAGON

3-point seat harness
All-terrain rear and front swivel wheels
High performance and durable vegan leather grip
Handle bar that locks for push mode and unlocks for pull
mode
Removable snack tray. Prop up your child’s favorite book
or device using the cutouts in the tray. 
One-handed seat fold down 
Safety wheel fenders
Removable cup holder 
Extra cup holders for keys, sunglasses, phone, toys, etc
Underseat storage
Footwell 
Foot brake
Extendable canopy with UPF 50+ protection
Side mesh storage pockets
Port plugs

The Joey wagon was designed  to make every trip together
a chance to expand your family’s horizons, and show your
kids more of the world. It’s made for suburbs, cities, and
country roads, for vacations and the day to day. And for
all those days where you’re making it up as you go along.
You’re in it together—enjoy the ride.

Your Joey wagon includes:
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FOOTWELL

HARNESS

PORT PLUGS



Pull the knob to release the handle bar
Pull handle bar all the way up so that it’s upright.  
Locate buttons on each of the seat backs
Push buttons and pull seat backs outwar

To get you on your way, lay out all parts of the wagon
included in your shipping box. 

To open your wagon frame:

Pull the knob to release the handle bar.
Pull handle bar all the way up so that it’s upright.  
Pull both seat backs outward.

WARNING: Care must be taken when folding and
unfolding the stroller to prevent finger entrapment

To get you on your way, lay out all parts included in your
shipping box. 

To unfold your wagon frame:

ASSEMBLY
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For ease of installation, fenders are interchangeable for left and
right sides

ATTACH FENDERS
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Slot each fender into a wheel arch.
Ensure that the bottom of the fender locks securely into the
open slot in the rear axle mount. You will hear a CLICK! when
fender is secured in place.

To attach fenders:
. 

Pull fenders in a upward direction until fender detaches from rear
axle mount.

To remove fenders:
. 



Push the rear wheel post
into the rear wheel
housing until CLICK! is
heard.
Repeat on the opposite
side.

To attach rear wheels:

For ease of installation, both rear and front wheels are
interchangeable for left and right sides, respectively.

ATTACH WHEELS 
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Press the button located
below wheel housing and
pull the wheel outward
until 

Repeat on opposite side.

To remove the rear wheels:

it is released.

Push the front wheel post
into the front wheel
housing until CLICK! Is
heard.
Repeat on the opposite
side.

To attach front swivel
wheels:

Press the button located
below wheel housing and
pull the wheel outward
until 

Repeat on opposite side.

To remove front swivel
wheels:

it is released.



Locate the 4 velcro loops at the
base of the wagon seat (2 loops
in the rear & 2 loops in the
front).
Loop and secure the velcro loops
around the frame bars.
There will be 2 velcro loops that
will need to loop through slots
that are part of the bonus
storage area.

To attach your wagon seat to the
frame:

ATTACH WAGON FABRIC
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Locate the 8 d-rings on the wagon seat.
Loop the webbing straps around the front and rear seat backs.

After securing the velcro loops:

Unfasten d-rings from fabric loops.
Pull apart velcro loops to detach.

To remove the wagon fabric:

Loop the webbing straps around the side interiors of the seat backs.
Fasten the d-rings to the fabric loops.



Locate posts on each side of
the canopy.
Slide the canopy posts into
side housings on the seat
backs.
Locate the loops at the base
of the canopy and fasten
the holes around the knobs.
Canopy is extendable and
offers UPF 50+ protection.

To attach the canopy:

ATTACH CANOPY
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Pull upward on the window flap until it is in a fully opened
position. 
To secure the position, roll up the window flap and loop toggle
through the elastic cord to secure it in place.

To open the peek-a-boo window:

Pull both sides of the canopy posts until the canopy fully releases
from housings.

To remove the canopy:

Pull forward to use canopy; push backwards to retract



Slide the cup holder into
attachment points located on
the handle bar.
Push the cup holder in a
downward motion to secure
in place. 

To attach the cupholder:

Press on the buttons
located on side posts and
pull to release the tray.

To remove the tray:

Assemble the tray by
attaching the 2 vertical
posts to each side of the
tray.
Locate tray attachment
points on frame. If there
are port plugs in the
attachment points, remove
and store them away. 
Insert the tray posts at
attachment points until
CLICK! is heard. 

To attach the tray:

ATTACH TRAY AND CUPHOLDER
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Pull the t=cup holder in an
upward motion to release.

To remove the cupholder:



Tighten the waist belt so that the harness is snug against your
child.
To tighten the waist belt, feed the anchored end of a waist belt
up through the buckle to form a loop. Pull the free end of the
waist belt. 
To loosen the waist belt, feed the free end of the waist belt up
through the buckle to form a loop. Enlarge the loop by pulling
on the end of the loop toward the buckle. Pull the anchored
end of the waist belt to shorten the free end of the waist belt.
Repeat this step to loosen the other waist belt.

IMPORTANT: Check and ensure the harness is securely attached
by pulling it away from your child; the restraint system should
remain securely fastened. 

Place your child in the wagon and position the crotch belt
between your child’s legs.
Fasten both waist belts to the buckle on each side of the crotch
belt until you hear a CLICK! on both sides. 
Ensure the buckle is away from your child's skin to avoid a
pinch when securing the buckle. 

Before you place your child in the wagon, press the brake pedal
down until it clicks into the locked position.

3-Point Harness

HARNESS OPERATION
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Apply a light downward pressure on the bottom section of the
linked brake lever located in the middle of the rear wheel axle. 
Check to make sure the brakes are in a fully locked position. The
wagon should not move when pushed.

To engage brakes:

BRAKE OPERATION
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Apply a light downward pressure on the top section of the linked
brake lever located in the middle of the rear wheel axle. 

To release brakes:
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Remove any accessories attached to the wagon, including the
canopy and snack tray.
Locate the release buttons below each seat back.
Push the buttons to release the seat backs and push downward.
Pull the knob to release the handle bar and push downward.

To fold your wagon frame:

HOW TO FOLD YOUR WAGON

To store your wagon
upright, place on a hard
and flat surface when
using the standing storage
position. 

Upright Storage



To set the wagon in push mode, pull the knob and lock the
handle upright.

Push mode:

PUSH & PULL MODES
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To set the wagon in pull mode, pull the knob to unlock and drop
the handle.

Pull mode:



CLEANING & MAINTENANCE

Frame and wagon fabric: Wipe with a damp cloth and let
dry.

Wipe with a damp cloth and a mild cleaning solution and
dry thoroughly. DO NOT use abrasives.

Wash in the sink or with a hose. 
Wipe with a damp cloth using a mild cleaning solution and
dry thoroughly. DO NOT use abrasives. 

Cleaning:

To clean your Wagon Frame, Handlebar, Fenders, and
Wheels: 

To clean your Snack Tray and Cup Holders:
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